Cairo CG 957 is a rectangular base made out of black granite currently on housed in the basement of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. The feet of the owner are partially preserved top the base. The texts inscribed contains the Htp-dj-nsw.t formula dedicated to Amun-Re, followed by the title and name of the owner. This paper aims to analyze the name of the owner's mother, comparing it to parallel objects in order to distinguish the owner.
1 I would like to express my gratitude to Mrs. Sabah Abdel Razek, the Director of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo and the curators at the museum for giving me permission to photograph and publish the object in addition offering me all the needed data. I would also like to thank Marcel Marée, Assistant Keeper in the Department of Ancient Egypt and Sudan at the British Museum in London for his generous help in providing details about the piece. Additionally, I am grateful to Ken Griffin and Suzanne Onstine for their careful reading of the paper and for their valuable comments.  Lecturer at the Touristic Guidance Department, October 6 University -Egypt Email: Ahmed_adel77@hotmail. com The aim of the paper is to re-examine the base of a striding statue (Cairo CG 957), which was published by Borchardt, in the Catalogue Général. 2 The Topographical Bibliography describes it as: 'A feet and base of Nekhtenneb...(?) Nt-n-nb…(?), son of Reditensen Rdjt-n-sn (mother), and probably dates back to the Middle Kingdom'.
3
The base is a rectangular in shape, which is made out of black granite housed in the basement of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (Fig. I, II) . The measurements are: length 19.3 cm; width 10.3 cm; height including the feet 8 cm; and the height, excluding the feet, 4.3 cm. This paper aims to analyze the name of the owner and the owner's mother, and to suggest an alternative reading of the owner's name. This new reading will also necessitate an examination of previous suggestions that the owner is connected to other monuments, such as stela Cairo CG 20677.
The feet of the owner comprise the remaining part of the striding statue. The texts consists of four lines inscribed on the base, which contains the Htp-dj-nsw.t formula dedicated to Amun-Re, followed by the title and name of the owner. According to Borchardt's reading, Nekhtenneb was the son of Reditenseni nxtn-nb [...] 
ms.n rdjt.n=s-n=j.
Various bibliographical sources suggest that the owner of this base is Nekhtenneb who dates to the Middle Kingdom. This includes Borchardt, who illustrated the inscribed texts on the base. 4 This reading was later accepted by the Topographical Bibliography.
5 Borchardt's reading of the text is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Following a re-examination of the statue base, a few remarks on the inscription dealing with the title and the name of the owner are necessary. Firstly, the sign of the striking man in the end of the third line nxt (Gardiner, A24) is followed by traces by the sign xrw (Gardiner, P8) at the beginning of the fourth line. It is notable that the left end of the xrw sign is thicker than the right end. The reading of the xrw instead of n undoubtedly refers to the owner's title as nxt-xrw, literally the 'strong-voice', 7 instead of being part of the owner's name, nxt-n-nb.
The second sign in the fourth line is clearly the nb-basket sign, and it should be understood as the beginning of the real name of the owner. Despite the damage of the signs following the nb, the traces the signs are sw (Gardiner, M23) and mnw (Gardiner, T1). These signs are not speculated upon by Borchardt who instead presents it as a lacuna. Taking these traces into account, along with the nb-basket sign, the name of the owner following his title can be read as Nebsumenu. In this case, the reading of Nekhtenneb no longer makes sense.
Based on a re-examination of the object, a new reading of the texts can be suggested for the owner's title and name as follows: The title nxt-xrw is translated Jones as 'strong-of-voice, crier, inspector of the harvests of grain and fruit, "tally-man". 10 It is difficult to understand the main duties of the people who bear the title nxt-xrw, which literally refers to someone who has a strong and loud voice. 11 Refining the understanding of this title requires an investigation into the context in which the title occurs.
Various epithets cited by Jones are associated with this title, such as: nxt-[xrw] ir(yw) xt pr-HD; nxt-xrw pr-mDAt; nxt-xrw (n) prDt; nxt-xrw n prw msw-nzwt; nxt-xrw Mdnit; nxt-xrw Hwt-wrt; nxt-xrw m zwnw (?); nxt-xrw (n) Snwt; nxt-xrw (n) Snwt nt Xnw.
12 From these examples, it is possible to see that the title is strongly associated with counting or overseeing counting, with particular reference to the use of voice as part of this duty.
The name of the Nebsumenu's mother, Reditenesni, may be inscribed on another, a private stela (Cairo CG 20677) from Abydos, probably dating back to the Thirteenth Dynasty and currently displayed in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. 13 In this context the name Reditenesni refers to the owner's wife who had three daughters. However, there is no son mentioned on this stela. The object under consideration for this article, belongs to a man whose mother is called Reditenesni. A final example of the name Reditenesni during the Thirteenth Dynasty and presumably dating to the second half of the dynasty based on the epigraphy and the title of the owner, is a stela in Berlin (ÄM 7288) of the xtmtj-bjtj, personal scribe of the king Jjj-mrw. In the lowest register of the stela, his sons and daughters are depicted with the third daughter bearing the name Reditenesni. The texts can be read as: "zAt=f nbt-pr-Rdjt-n.s-n.j".
14 Subsequently, there is no strong evidence to assume that the three pieces name the same woman. It is more likely that the name is a common one in the Middle Kingdom and more specifically during the Thirteenth Dynasty.
An analysis of the Htp-di-nsw.t formula indicates that it fits the type known for the Middle Kingdom: Htp-di-nsw.t for the god, in this case Imn-Ra nb-nswt-tAwy, followed by di=f xt, and then introducing the name of person by the speech n kA n followed by his title and name. 15 Since the phrase n kA n is used to introduce a deceased recipient, this statue was likely a mortuary one and may have been placed within his tomb. The statue bears the name and epithets of Amun-Re, which suggests that it came from the Theban region. 
Conclusions:
The new reading of the owner's name 'Nebsumenu son of Reditenseni' improves on Borchardt's by taking into account the signs ascribed to the lacuna, and suggests a title 'nxt-xrw' for the owner that is consistent with other Middle Kingdom officials. The other textual evidence is also consistent with a Middle Kingdom date, and more specifically, a Thirteenth Dynasty date. The internal evidence of the text places the statue within the Theban context, and a mortuary context. Therefore, the new interpretation of the statue presents a fuller idea of who the statue owner was and what the provenance of the object might be. Figures   Fig. I. ©Author' 
